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Abstract
The inherent limitations of mobile environments like disconnections, mobility,
bandwidth etc affects the performance of system when several mobile clients access the
shared data items at the same time. Several timeout based strategies are implemented in
literature to deal with the starvation of data items during disconnections and mobility.
This increases the abort and rollback rates. In the proposed heuristic approach, the time
for execution of a transaction can be predicted based on the given timer value for a
specific mobile client. The simulation results show the time for execution can be
dynamically estimated given the timer value and vice versa for a particular request
originating from specific mobile clients. This increases the throughput of the system as
compared to the timer based strategies proposed in the literature.
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1. Introduction
When multiple mobile clients access the shared data items simultaneously it leads to
data conflicts resulting in inconsistency of data items. Due to distributed nature of mobile
transactions and the inherent limitations in processing of transactions on move makes
concurrency control a challenging problem.
Traditionally concurrency is guaranteed by locking the shared data items. However due
to disconnections and mobility, it may lead to starvation of shared resources. The timer
based strategies addressed this problem. However this decreases the throughput of the
system.
In this paper a heuristic approach is proposed which evaluates the time for execution of
a transaction based on the given timer value for specific mobile clients. The intuition is
that the time taken for executing a transaction differs from one mobile client to the other.
Further for a specified timer value by the service provider the proposed strategy can
evaluate the time taken to execute the transaction using regression analysis. The
simulation results show better throughput in addition to increase in commit rate of the
transactions.
The paper is organized as follows: Section -2 describes the related work; Section
-3 presents the architecture of mobile database system. Section -4 presents the
heuristic approach that estimates the expected time for execution for a given timer
value & mobile client. Section -5 presents the simulated results and Section -6
concludes the paper.

2. Related Work
When multiple mobile hosts access the same date items simultaneously then it may
lead to data inconsistency. One of the primary problems in mobile data base environment
is Data Conflict anomaly [1]. Optimistic concurrency control techniques are proposed to
resolve the data conflict in transaction validation phase. However it may lead to delay in
responding to the request. Two phase locking protocol [2] guarantees serializability in
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transaction processing but it requires mobile host to remain continuously connected with
server. DHP-2PL [3] is a locking protocol based on high priority two phase locking to
achieve concurrency control in mobile environments. However in DHP-2PL the lower
priority transaction may restart again and again due to several restarts of lower priority
transactions. Transaction Commit on Timeout Protocol (TCOT) [4] works on timeout
principle. However whenever the timer is to be updated the request need to be resubmitted
to the fixed host. Epsilon serializability [5] is used for achieving consistency during
concurrent access. However the broadcasting of data objects may hinder the performance
of the system in presence of weak connectivity and disconnections.
In the proposed approach, attempt is made to estimate time for execution of transaction
given a timer value so as to increase the throughput of the system. The timer value may
also be estimated using the execution time of successful transactions whose log is
available at the mobile middleware.

3. Mobile Database Architecture
In mobile database environment, the transaction request is initiated at mobile clients or
mobile host but the mode of execution of transaction varies. The transaction may be
totally executed on fixed host or the transaction is totally executed at mobile hosts or the
execution of transaction is shared among mobile host and fixed host respectively.
The Figure 1 describes the generic architecture of the mobile database system. It is
based on the three tier architecture. The mobile hosts or mobile clients are devices which
can move from one place to another. The mobile hosts or mobile clients may request for
transaction on move from any place and any device.
Fixed hosts are stationary servers which can store the database. The base station acts as
an interface between mobile host and fixed host respectively. Mobile host is connected to
base station through a wireless link and the base station is connected to a fixed host in a
wired mode.
Mobile middleware acts as an interface between mobile host and fixed host
respectively. Since the there could be various databases at the fixed host for varied
applications, the mobile middleware realizes the transaction management. The request for
execution of transaction is initiated at mobile host which is sent to the mobile middleware.
The mobile middleware fetches the required database fragment needed to execute the
transaction and sends it to the mobile host.

Figure 1. Mobile Database Architecture [6, 7]
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The mobile host starts executing the transaction locally. If the mobile host is
disconnected or when it moves from one cell to another the transaction can execute
locally. Once the transaction is successfully executed the results are integrated with the
server to get the system in the consistent state.

4. Heuristic Approach for Predicting Execution Time
When multiple clients request to access the shared data items, the data items are locked
to avoid any conflicts. To avoid locking for invariant time period, each transaction is
expected to be completed in time “t” (timer). If the transaction doesn’t return the result of
the execution within the time period “t” it was either rolled back or aborted. However if
the transaction is not completed within the timer “T” (threshold limit), it was aborted.
When log of several successful transactions exist it is possible to predict the time for
execution using several clustering algorithms [x]. These algorithms help in estimating the
time for execution initiated by particular type of mobile client for a specific transaction
Ti. If the transaction log specifies the timer value (t) and time taken to execute the
transaction (te), then the proposed heuristic approach predicts the expected time for
execution for a given timer and type of mobile client pair. This helps in knowing the time
taken by transaction under different timer options available and subsequently the
intelligent agent can schedule the transaction which increases the throughput of the
system. The proposed heuristic strategy is depicted in Figure 2.

Mobile host sends a transaction request

Transaction request is logged at middleware
Middleware checks for the availability of data items
Is_Data_Item_Avlbs?

No

A

Yes
Read timer value and type of mobile client
Search for log of successful transaction orginated from similar mobile
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Execute the transaction

Calculate Execution time using regression analysis

Log the timetaken for execution

Change timer
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Unlockdataitems
A
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Execute the transaction if no other shared requests are pending
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Figure 2. Predicting Time for Execution using Regression Analysis
The request for transaction is initiated by mobile clients by accessing the mobile
application installed on it. The request is received by the mobile middleware which
checks for the availability data items. If the data items are locked by other mobile clients,
the request remains in the waiting queue.
If the data item(s) for requested transaction is/are available then the service provider
enters the timer value to predict the time for execution. The time for execution for a given
transaction may vary for different scenarios. The time for execution for same transaction
varies from one mobile client to other depending on the features of mobile clients on
which the transaction executes. Smart devices may execute the transaction in less time as
compared to other devices. The time for execution for a given transaction for similar
mobile clients may vary depending on the timer value.
The repository is expected to contain the triplet [Mobile_client_type, Timer(t), Time of
execution(Te)]. Given this triplet the time for execution can be predicted for a given timer
value (t) for the particular mobile client. However if no such log exist then the transaction
is executed in a normal fashion and its time for execution is stored in the log. When many
such future transactions executes from similar mobile clients the time for execution taken
at each instance can be used to predict the expected time for execution.
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4.1. Regression Analysis for Expected Time of Execution.
A function is said to be linear when pairs of X, Y values can be plotted as a straight
line. If there are two variables X and Y, we shall have two regression lines. One is
regression line of Y on X and the other is regression line of X on Y. The regression line of
Y on X gives the most probable value of Y for a given value of X. Similarly the
regression line of X on Y gives the most probable value of X for a given value of Y.
In the proposed approach X is the timer “t” and Y is expected time for execution (Te).
The first regression line equation helps in predicting the expected time for execution when
a given timer “t” is specified for a specific mobile client. The second regression line
equation is used for predicting the timer values when time for executions is specified.
In certain situation the time for execution (Te) may still be greater than the timer (t).
This happens when the timer expires but no other pending transactions requests for same
shared data items. In this situation the transaction continues to execute even though the
time taken to complete the execution is more than the timer value.
Regression equation of Time of execution (Y) on specified timer (X):
∑Y = na + b∑X
∑XY = a∑X + b∑X2
Regression equation of Timer (X) on Time of execution (Y)
∑X = na + b∑Y
∑XY = a∑Y + b∑Y2.

Where ∑X is the sum of Xi’s

5. Results
The proposed heuristic approach for managing concurrent transactions is simulated for
a banking application from varied mobile devices. The mobile client types are
characterized by the specification of mobile devices. The log of few of the transactions is
specified in Table 1.
Table 1. Log of Transactions
Mobile_Client_Type

Transaction

Timer (t)

Time
for
Execution(Te)

M1

T1

4

3

M2

T2

5

5

M1

T1

5

5

M1

T1

5

4

M2

T2

5

6

M1

T2

6

6

M2

T2

5

4

M2

T1

6

5

Whenever a request for a transaction (say T1) originates from mobile device type (say
M1), then a subset of log is created as follows. The subset of log for Transaction T1
originating from mobile device M1 is specified in Table 2.
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Table 2. Log of Transaction T1 Originating from Mobile Client Type M1
Timer (X)

Te(Y)

X2

Y2

XY

4

3

16

9

12

5

5

25

25

25

5

4

25

16

20

∑X=14

∑Y=12

∑X2=66

∑Y2=50

∑XY =57

Regression equation of Time of execution (Y) on specified timer (X):
3a + 14b =12
14a + 66b =57
Y= -3 + 3X/2
For any given timer X the expected time for execution Y is calculated for the Mobile
M1 requesting for transaction T1. This helps in deciding whether to proceed with the
current transaction or to schedule the next transaction. This increases the throughput of
the system.
Compared to the previous approach the throughput of the system has considerably
increased without the change in the commit rate. The simulation results also show that the
waiting time for transactions is considerably reduced as compared to approaches proposed
in literature.
Similarly Regression equation of Timer (X) on Time of execution (Y) is
3a + 12b =14
12a + 50b =57
X= 20/3 - Y/2
For any given expected time for execution Y the timer value X is calculated for the
Mobile M1 requesting for transaction T1. This helps in deciding the timer value when the
log of time for executions is known. This approach solves the problem of setting the timer
value. Initially the service provider may set a random timer value “t”. Once a log of
successful transactions is available the regression helps in estimating dynamically the
timer value for a particular instance.

6. Conclusion
Concurrency control is one of the important building blocks of transaction
management. As the device requesting a particular transaction may be disconnected after
blocking the resources, there is a need to deal with concurrency by increasing the
throughput of the system. In the proposed approach the time for execution of a transaction
can be predicted for a specified timer value. Given a log of execution time of successful
transaction, the timer which is to be set to increase the throughput of the system can be
predicted. This increases the performance of the system. It also reduces the waiting time
considerably as the rollback operations are mostly reduced.
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